967-110 Infinito Spot Table

967-110  Infinito Spot Table
Dia19.25  H22.625 in.
Metal / Gris Infinito Stone
Champagne Gold finish
Masterpiece Collection

This very transitional spot table features an all textured metal base that crosses to support the Gris Infinito stone top. The combination of the champagne gold finish on the textured metal and the dark infinito stone provides an interesting contrast in

967-130  Burst Occasional Spot Table

967-130  Burst Occasional Spot Table
W20  D12  H24 in.
Metal / Stone
Champagne Gold finish
Masterpiece Collection

Burst flaunts a “Geometric Burst” base, creating a multi-dimensional presence, adorned with a Tropical Blue, slight crystalline, solid stone top and a champagne gold finished metal base.
The Milos is both masculine and architectural, featuring walnut veneers in a radiant charcoal finish within the metal insets finished in a champagne gold. This solid cube is then suspended on the cross-stretcher metal base that provides a very architectural profile.

**967-094 Milos Square Spot Table**
- W16 D16 H24 in.
- Walnut veneers / Metal
- Radiant Charcoal and Champagne Gold finish
- Masterpiece Collection / Infinity

The Square North Shore End Table is constructed of ash solids and quartered ash veneers, like the console and cocktail table, offers an inset beveled glass top and a wood lower shelf providing ample surface area.

**224-960 North Shore End Table**
- W24 D24 H24 in.
- Ash solids & veneers / Glass
- Shown in J7 Mineral finish
- No distressing
- Naples Collection

A very architectural profile is provided by the walnut top wrapping around the top surface of the metal base offering a slight Greek key motif. The finish of the metal is a champagne gold contrasting with the rich low sheen malabar finish.

**967-088 Altair Accent Table**
- W13 D22 H24 in.
- Walnut solids & veneers / Metal
- Malabar Brown and Champagne Gold finish
- Low sheen
- Rutland Collection

The Striate Side Table provides form and function utilizing a combination of polished stainless steel, Carrera marble, and tempered glass. The mid and lower shelf add great storage while the Square North Shore End Table is constructed of ash solids and quartered ash veneers, like the console and cocktail table, offers an inset beveled glass top and a wood lower shelf providing ample surface area.
Sherrill DC-403 Sofa
222-465 Door Cabinet
380-040 Santos Accent Table, see page 6
Sherrill DC-25 Chair
The Santos Accent Table creates a sculptural presence for any space; a tulip neck leads from a grey concrete circular top to a white concrete elongated rectangular base, creating just the right amount of visual impact.

**967-124 Popin Round Spot Table**
- Zebrano veneers / Poplar solids
- Brown Zebrano finish
- High sheen
- Estate Collection

The Iris Spot Table is highlighted with an abstract mosaic top composed of Abalone shell. The base is a splayed tripod of offset calibrated-scale, telescoped iron legs.

**967-127 Iris Spot Table**
- W19.5 x D15.5 x H22 in.
- Abalone Shell / Metal
- Caribbean Gold finish
- Masterpiece Collection

The Popin showcases a Zebrano sunburst top and shelf with delicate sweeping legs, the perfect accent spot table to add style to any space.

**960-040 Santos Accent Table**
- Dia24 x H24 in.
- Light Grey & White Concrete
- Lightly Textured Top
- Smooth Lower Sections
- Modern Loft Collection

The Liano Occasional Spot Table features an artisan crafted iron base with subtle shaping in a silver leaf finish supporting a captured inset hand-painted glass top in silver and black tones. If it’s a unique hand-crafted artisan look you are after...

**967-129 Liano Occasional Spot Table**
- Dia22 x H24 in.
- Metal / Glass
- Silver Leaf finish
- Masterpiece Collection

The Liano features an artisan crafted iron base with subtle shaping in a silver leaf finish supporting a captured inset hand-painted glass top in silver and black tones. If it’s a unique hand-crafted artisan look you are after...
967-088 Altair Accent Table, see page 2
Sherrill 2 Piece Sectional:
DC413 Left Arm Corner Sofa and DC414 Right Arm Sofa
967-089 Altair Cocktail Table, see page 11
967-090 Altair Console Table, see page 18
The Striate Cocktail Table is a unique combination of polished stainless steel, tempered glass, and a thick slab of Carrera marble for the bottom shelf. For a fairly large table dimensionally the presence of this table is light and airy; yet, it provides great surface area.

The Altair Cocktail Table provides an all metal frame in a handsome champagne finish contrasting with the low sheen malabar finish walnut top and shelf. The lower shelf wraps the frame suggesting a Greek key motif.
967-124 Popin Round Spot Table, see page 6
967-121 Rue Round Cocktail Table, see page 14
971-990 Chest
Shown with Sherrill 2 Series Upholstery:
Sherrill 2T11-RKLD Chair
Sherrill 2F82-RBLD Sofa
Sherrill 2F11-NKAS Chair
This large square North Shore Cocktail Table is constructed of ash solids and quartered ash veneers offering ample surface area for storage and display with an inset beveled glass top and a wood shelf below.

**224.850 North Shore Cocktail Table**
- **W**44  **D**44  **H**17 in.
- Ash solids & veneers / Glass
- Shown in C3 Malabar finish
- No distressing
- Naples Collection

Stunning starburst Zebrano veneer top in a rich brown finish with a high sheen complemented by sculptural saber legs connected beautifully via graceful arched stretchers, capped with lustrous antique brass ferrules.

**967-121 Rue Round Cocktail Table**
- **W**44  **D**24  **H**18 in.
- Zebrano veneers / Poplar solids
- Brown Zebrano finish
- High sheen
- Estate Collection

The Jacob is constructed of walnut solids and veneers finished in a rich Malabar Brown with a sunset bronze metal base extending into the walnut.

**380-046 Jacob Cocktail Table**
- **W**58  **D**24  **H**18 in.
- Walnut veneers & solids / Metal
- Malabar Brown finish
- No distressing
- Vintage Made Modern Collection
967-084 Ajax Media Console
w78 x d18 x h32 in.
Quartered Ash veneers / Metal
Shown in -35 Smoked Ash finish
Bakersfield Collection

This large four door console has been designed to house all your home entertainment needs. Behind the four doors are two large storage spaces with adjustable shelving. Quartered ash veneers enhance the beauty of the door fronts. Metal base and...
**380-047 Graham Entertainment Console**

- **Dimensions:** 196 x 15 x 122 cm
- **Materials:** Walnut solids & veneers / Metal
- **Finish:** No distressing
- **Collection:** Vintage Made Modern Collection

The Graham Console showcases walnut burl doors, case, and shelf. Champagne finished stiletto metal legs and hardware, with ample storage behind the two sliding doors and.

---

**947-090 Altair Console Table**

- **Dimensions:** 162 x 15 x 91 cm
- **Materials:** Walnut solids & veneers / Metal
- **Finish:** Shown in Malabar Brown finish
- **Collection:** Rutland Collection

The Altair Console Table provides an all metal frame in a handsome champagne finish contrasting with the low sheen malabar finish of the walnut top and shelf. The lower shelf wraps the frame suggesting a Greek key motif.
967.126 Lyon Hall Chest
W42 D20 H36 in.
Crotch Mahogany / Crown Khaya
Bleached Mahogany and Khaya finish
Estate Collection

This elegant bow front chest harkens back to classic elegance but is the perfect accent to combine in a modern eclectic environment. The chest boasts highly figurative Crotch Mahogany drawer fronts and Crown Khaya in a striking bleached finish accented with pearl.

380-043 Heritage Bar Cabinet
W46 D22 H54 in.
Walnut solids / Zebra & Maple veneers / Mirror
Clear finish
Low sheen
No distressing
Vintage Made Modern Collection

Walnut veneer case with a midcentury inspired walnut base, maple interior, and zebra wood doors. The top folds down creating a work surface and the back panel is a clear mirror reflecting the stemware holders at the top. Bifold doors provide wine holders and...
967-096 Armani Bar Table, see page 24
967-097 Armani Bar Stool (3), see page 25
**224-720 Palm Beach Dining Table**

- **W92 D44 H30 in.**
- Maple solids & veneers
- Shown in: A2 Modern Elm finish
- No distressing
- Naples Collection

**967-096 Armani Bar Table**

- **W72 D28 H42 in.**
- Walnut veneers / Metal / Carrera Marble
- Malabar Brown & Champagne Gold finish
- Low sheen
- Masterpiece Collection

**967-097 Armani Counter Stool**

- **W21 D18 H25 in.**
- Metal with Upholstered Seat
- Champagne Gold finish
- Masterpiece Collection

**967-098 Armani Bar Stool**

- **W21 D18 H31 in.**
- Metal with Upholstered Seat
- Champagne Gold finish
- Masterpiece Collection

**The Palm Beach Dining Table** is a very generous size and can also double as a grand library desk. The simplicity of design with its ample scale provides form and function to any room.

A unique feat of balance, material and finish. This bar height table is composed of a walnut base and top, grounded via two white Carrera marble blocks, secured with champagne plated bolts, not only for

**Armani design counter height stool with an all metal frame in a champagne gold finish. The seat can be upholstered in any CTH**

**The Armani Bar Stool is a shaped all metal frame in a champagne gold finish designed to complement the Armani Bar Table but has wide application in any other setting. The seat can be upholstered in any CTH**
NEW SHERRILL OCCASIONAL CUSTOM FINISHES

Dove 21 (L)
Gold F4 (H)
Malibar C3 (M)
Mineral J7 (M)

NOTE: Each finish has its own pre-determined sheen level. (L = Low Sheen, M = Medium Sheen, H = High Sheen)
Colors shown may vary from actual finishes due to the printing process. If a color match is mandatory, CTH/Sherrill Occasional must be notified in writing.

SHEEN LEVELS

LOW SHEEN 5-20%
MEDIUM SHEEN 25-50%
HIGH SHEEN 55-75%
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Sherrill Furniture DC24 Wing Chair